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NO MOVEMENT AT THE TOP!

STILL THREE WAY TIE AT THE TOP!
A boring headline but nothing has
changed. Col, Craig and Worm still
hang onto a one point lead despite the
efforts of those below them.
Mat Skipper and Steve managed to
pick 8 correct. Sixes and sevens was the
popular way.
Gilbert got one closer to Dan for
bottom spot because Dan picked a
massive 4 correct.
D ON D GOES ON HOLIDAY

KO COMP CARNAGE!
D on D HAVING 2 WEEKS OFF!
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
~ Old Italian
proverb...
After the game,
the King and the
pawn go into the
same box.

There will be no D on D for a couple of
weeks as yours truly and the Little
Missus are going to re-introduce
themselves to the big shiny thing in the
sky on the northern NSW coast. We have
cranked the heater up at home to try
and acclimatise before our trip.
All things footy tipping must now go to
Artie. So make sure you get down to
the hall to put your tips on or at least
contact Artie or phone the RSL with
your selections if you can’t make it.
KO COMP BLOOD BATH!

sees him speed down, only to disappear
just before he should have smashed into
the pavement.
Two minutes later the lift doors open and
in walks his totally unfazed pal saying,
"Told you... fifth floor, window's always
open".
"That's amazing, an amazing fluke", he
says, at which point he sees his pal
stride to the window and throw himself
out again. Two minutes later he
reappears from the lift doors saying, "No
Fluke, guaranteed. Now its your turn".
Excited as well as nervous, the man
walks to the window, takes a few gulps
of air, then jumps...
Down past the floors he flies, faster and
faster, until... splaaaat, he is a crumpled
mess on the pavement.
At this point the barman looks up from
polishing some glasses and says, "Jeeez,
you're such an asshole when you're
drunk, Superman

INTERVIEW
I thought we should catch up with Pete
and Denno after their infamous lousy tip
in the KO comp. After surviving 19
rounds of tipping and being the last 2
left you reckon they would take safer
tips!
D on D: Thanks for the time fellas.

What on earth just happened?

P & D: No worries.

Here we were, plodding along nicely with
2 KO Comps in full swing heading for a
nail biting finish. The KO Comp 1 battle
between Pete and Denno imploded with
both picking the Hawks to beat the
Demons and being eliminated. There will
be an extraordinary meeting of the footy
tipping committee tonight to decide what
to do with the $90 prize money. Any
suggestions welcome, apart from that
one Denno, it wouldn’t fit.

D on D: Wasn’t your finest moment?

KO Comp 2 suffered a similar fate with 6
keen KO’sters being eliminated, all
picking the Hawks except for Ronnie
Rhodes who picked Essendon to lose, a
big no no as you are not allowed to pick
the Bombers to lose. A big smack on the
hand to Ronnie.
That leaves 3 still alive, Case, Mat M
and Mick H with 3 rounds to go. Let’s
hope at least one survives as the KO
Comp coffers are bulging at the
moment!

P: Bloody Melbourne. If Fitzroy were still
in it I would still be alive!
D: Mongrel Demons. If I could have
picked Essendon to lose I would still be
in it!
D on D: If you could go back in time who
would you have picked?
P & D: SYDNEY!
D on D: Yes, that woud have done it.
What should we do with the prizemoney?
D: I think we should split it.
D on D: But you were eliminated.
D: Minor technicality.
P: I think we should donate it to
Wikipedia.
D: Bugger that! Let’s go halvies.
D on D: We will decide tonight. You
didn’t go in KO 2 Denno but you did
Pete, who did you go for?

JOKE OF THE WEEK

P: Don’t ask personal questions.

Two men are getting
more and more relaxed
in the bar on the 86th
floor of the Empire State
Building. They have
exhausted complaints
about wives and work
and the world has begun
to look a little rosier.
One man turns to the other and says,
"Did you know that if you jump out of
this window on the south side, there's an
amazing wind current that blows you
gently in to floor five down below?"
"Gedoutahere!", says the other, "No way
can that be true".
The other man says, "Look, I'll prove it".
He casually walks over to the window,
slides aside the glass and jumps. His
horrified friend rushes to the window and

D on D: Hawks?
P: Good drop of rain this week.
D on D: I’ll take that as a yes. There is
still the finals footy tipping yet, maybe
you both can redeem yourselves?
P: I’m in, gonna bloody win it too.
D: Dreamin’, I’ve got that in the bag.
P: We’ll see, I have a good track record
in the finals.
D: Records are made to be broken.
P: Let’s have a beer.
D: Good idea, your shout.
P: Bugger off, buy your own!
D on D: Thanks again for your time
fellas.
P & D: No worries.

